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Abstract—Using spatial models as a shared common basis of information about the environment for different kinds of context-aware systems has been a heavily researched topic in the last years. Thereby the research focused on how to create, to update, and to merge spatial models so as to enable highly dynamic, consistent and coherent spatial models at large scale. In this paper however, we want to concentrate on how context-aware applications could use this information so as to adapt their behavior according to the situation they are in. The main idea is to provide the spatial model infrastructure with a situation recognition component based on generic situation templates. A situation template is – as part of a much larger situation template library – an abstract, machine-readable description of a certain basic situation type, which could be used by different applications to evaluate their situation. In this paper, different theoretical and practical issues – technical, ethical and philosophical ones – are discussed important for understanding and developing situation dependent systems based on situation templates. A basic system design is presented which allows for the reasoning with uncertain data using an improved version of a learning algorithm for the automatic adaption of situation templates. Finally, for supporting the development of adaptive applications, we present a new situation-aware adaptation concept based on workflows.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CONTEXT-aware applications require information about their environment and must adapt their behavior according to this information so as to be really adaptive or smart. Since acquiring, modeling and managing context information is a tedious and expensive task, it is beneficial to share this information between different kinds of application.

So-called spatial models are intended to represent or mirror certain parts/aspects of the real world as closely as possible thereby serving as a shared, common basis for different context-aware applications and systems. Creating, managing, updating, and merging of spatial models has been a heavily researched topic in the last years aiming at providing highly dynamic, consistent and coherent spatial models at large scale, a world wide space in analogy to the WWW (see e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]). In this paper however, we want to concentrate only on how context-aware applications could easily use this information to adapt their behavior according to the situation they are in. Or to be more precise: 1) How to facilitate/improve the basic process of situation recognition within spatial model infrastructures and 2) how to allow for a safe situation reasoning with uncertain data gained from the spatial model infrastructure.

Concerning 1) the basic idea is to provide the spatial model infrastructure with a situation recognition component based on generic situation templates. Thereby, a situation template is an abstract, machine-readable description of a certain basic situation type specified in XML, which comprises a) a description of the context information considered as being relevant for the situation type in question and b) a description of how to calculate/infer from these values the existence of a concrete situation. Situation templates holding a description of a basic situation type – as part of a much larger database of other situation templates – could then be easily reused by different kinds of applications to evaluate quickly the situation / the situations they are currently in and to adapt their behavior accordingly.

Concerning 2) since the underlying spatial model infrastructure is distributed itself, the recognition system should run in a distributed manner either. Furthermore, quality information of processed context data (if available) should be incorporated in the reasoning process thus allowing for conclusions on the overall quality of the situation recognition and the probability of the existence of a concrete situation. Further improvements can be achieved by providing the recognition component with a learning algorithm to adjust situation templates continuously leading to an overall system, which, as a whole, could be considered as viable and sound.
Fig. 1 Level Model of Situation Recognition

II. RELATED WORK

Due to the affinity to human ways of clustering information and the historical development of rule-based expert systems, most (context) reasoning systems [28], [29], [30] still use ontology-based and predefined rule-based approaches today. Compared to our approach, most of the existing context-aware systems are supposed to cover only a limited geographical area or support only a specific use case scenario [31], [32].

In this paper we focus our attention to a novel system which enables both the reasoning process in a general way, that is able to handle both with uncertainties during the situation detection process and using self-learning-approaches for the automatic adaption of these uncertainty-values during runtime by supervised-learning methods.

Furthermore our reasoning-approach bases on probabilistic networks where we distinct between two different uncertainty-metrics (confidence and probability), similar to other existing reasoning approaches (e.g. [19], [20]).

Beside the adaption of these metrics, we furthermore assume that a human expert initially designs the situation template and so we have to cope with ontology and design errors. In our previous work [21], a method for ontology-based learning is described. In order to be able to correct ontology and constraint errors, they have to be located in the ontology first. One possibility of locating errors is to accomplish data by new measurements several times until the fault location can be clearly determined. Corresponding work can be found in [23], [25], and [26]. In [24] an approach for recognizing and predicting context by learning from user behavior is described.

Despite of these methods we assume in this work that the ontology is correct – e.g. without any design-errors or constraint-errors. Thus, we are able to adapt automatically the uncertainty-parameters of our probability network approach we are using for reasoning. In statistics, many general inference techniques [38], [39] have been developed that have been applied to learning of probabilistic networks. Because we assume that the constraints and the ontology are correct, we examine the parameter-fitting problem – e.g. learn the parameters from data. These fitting algorithms exist for probability network (i.e. Bayesian networks) in the cases of complete and missing data [40], [41], and [42].
Because of the uncertainty and the non-observability in this reasoning domain, we only consider methods that can deal with missing data. Therefore, the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [42], [43] is a common and proven approach for dealing with incomplete information when building statistical models. Other common techniques in this domain are the iterative proportional fitting algorithm [41] and approaches using evolutionary algorithms [44], [45].

Furthermore we want to exploit the existing overlaps between learning of Bayesian Networks and Neural Networks described in [35], [36], [37] in our novel approach (see section V.B) for an automatic adaption using a simple Boolean feedback-information based on supervised-learning-methods.

For the development of the applications using the detected situations and presenting them to the user (or adapting the User Interface) any existing programming language can be used (like for example Java, C++, …). However, in our approach, we want to model the applications instead of programming them, to allow the users themselves to change the applications control flow. Because of that we are using the concept of situation-aware workflows (see section V.C) that orchestrate different automated services and integrate users with human task management for the realization of the situation-aware applications. This has the further advantage that the users can inspect the control flow to review what the application does in what situation.

III. FUNDAMENTALS

The use of context could be considered as a driving force for innovative products in mobile computing as well as a key enabling technology for pervasive computing, ubiquitous computing, and ambient intelligence. In the realm of mobile computing, portable devices make use of context to provide their users with important information dependent on the places where they are (so-called location-based services). In the realm of pervasive computing, where computing devices have become very small and where computing devices are invisibly embedded or “woven” in the environment, context-awareness is an important building block to make these environments intelligent, smart and adaptive. However, in order to better understand how context could be used and how the development of different context-aware applications (in the realm of mobile computing as well as in the realm of pervasive computing) could be facilitated, it is first important to understand what context is, what a situation is and what exactly constitutes a context-aware or situation-dependent system.

The term “context” is an intensively researched topic [6]. Originally, B. Schilit and B. Theimer [7] introduced the term into the field 1994. In the aftermath, a lot of different definitions of context have been proposed respectively what a context-aware system is and what it does (see [6] for an intensive survey and analysis on that including an overview on the discussion of the different basic types of context). Today, the definition given by A.K Dey and G.D. Abowd could be regarded as the commonly accepted one since it is rather formal and abstract thus being applicable in different areas of research on context-awareness. Dey/Abowd define context as “any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity, where an entity can be a person, place, or object” [6]. Context-aware applications are therefore applications which adapt their behavior according to the situation they are in by a) automatically selecting information / discovering services b) automatically presenting information / services in an situation-dependent manner and/or finally c) by automatically triggering actions / executing services or workflows [6].

Having our situation template approach in mind, we could now extend the definition of Dey/Abowd by precisely saying what a situation is. A situation (better: a situation type) is the characterization of a specific, recurring circumstance or constellation in the real world that 1) could be described in an idealized way and that 2) serves as an evaluation basis for the adaption and reaction of context-aware applications. This idealized description of certain structural conditions (including a description of different parameters considered as relevant, a description of their thresholds, and instructions of processing/inferring the existence of a situation from these parameters) is held within a situation template. Filling a situation template of a certain situation type with concrete data and processing it allows for the diagnosis of the existence of a particular situation, a situation token¹. Based on the proved existence of a certain situation token, the application can now react and adapt its behavior accordingly.

Fig. 1 gives again the gist of inferring a certain situation (or more precisely: a certain situation token) from data in spatial model infrastructures using situation templates (thereby also showing a gradual rise from data to information up to certain kinds of knowledge).

All in all, one could say, that situation-dependent systems (using situation templates) are a subset of context-aware systems. In contrast to classical context-aware systems, a) the expert knowledge required to infer a certain kind of situation is not hidden in the code but swapped out in a separate situation template thus making this knowledge easily reusable, adjustable, extensible and b) the amount of expert knowledge required for inferring a certain situation is normally higher compared to classical context-aware systems thus enabling the explicit modeling and inference of complex, “difficult” everyday situations.

IV. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE OF A SITUATION RECOGNITION COMPONENT FOR SPATIAL MODEL INFRASTRUCTURES BASED ON SITUATION TEMPLATES

¹ The distinction between types and tokens is in our mind a useful one – also in the realm of context-aware systems – and was first introduced by the philosopher C.S. Peirce [7]. Roughly speaking, the distinction describes the difference between some general sort of things (“types”) and its particular concrete instances (“tokens”)
A situation template is – as already mentioned above – an abstract description of a certain situation type holding different constraints and their coherences for automatically recognizing the existence of a particular situation.

The Nexus Project [1] is a large-scale context-aware system envisioning a World Wide Space, which provides the conceptual and technological framework for sharing context models in an open platform and handling important challenges in such a platform including distributed processing of streamed context data, situation recognition by distributed reasoning, efficient management of context data histories, and quality of context information.

In spite of the goal of distributed processing in Nexus we disregard the distribution aspects in this paper and focus our approach on the representation of a situation as a template, the query-interface of the applications and show the reasoning of the situation under uncertainty, based on quality afflicted sensor values.

To consider the uncertainty and quality of context is a central point in this work in all areas, from the sensor values to the context data derived from the sensor values and the situations derived from the context data, and of course, at the end the application also pays attention for the confidence of the situation recognition.

As already mentioned above we distinguish between different uncertainty metrics in our reasoning architecture. One advantage of such a distinction is the modularity, the replace ability of the inference mechanism below and the possibility to expand the uncertainty metric for new ones.

Therefore, in this work we draw a distinction between the probability- and the confidence-metrics.

Hence, we define the probability-metric as a value, which represents the probability of the occurrence of the situation from the recognition-process view. For example a probability value of 0.8 means that the situation-recognition-process assumes that the situation is occurring with a probability of 80 percent.

Furthermore, we define the confidence-metric as a normalized value between zero and one, which reflects the quality or the correctness of the used situation-template. For example a confidence value of 0.99 means, that the recognition-process will detect the situation (independent of occurrence or nonoccurrence) with a high correctness. In contrast a confidence of 0.2 means that the quality of the template (or the underneath context-data) is poor.

We differ between these two metrics because of the possibility of different applications and their different handling of the confidence. E.g., a security-application for access-control to a banks vault should insist on a high confidence to prevent false positive results.

On the other hand, an application that cautions a blind person against an obstacle in front of the person should handle with less confidence because the blind person can put up with a false positive warning with less risk.

---

A situation template „meeting takes place in room X“:

- number of persons in room X is more than 1 \( (p = 0.3) \)
- room X is labeled as meeting-room \( (p = 0.5) \)
- data projector is on \( (p = 0.6) \)
- one person is standing OR talking OR both \( (p=0.7) \)
How these metrics are represented and passed through the system is a central part of the algorithms and the situation template schema presented later.

Fig. 2 shows how the situation recognition component is integrated into the existing spatial model infrastructure. On the top of the figure, an example of a predefined situation template (only according constraints) is shown to detect a situation “whether a meeting takes place in the room X” or not. This and all other predefined templates are stored in a so-called Template-Repository. Each situation corresponds to a unique situation-object that links bidirectional to a situation template. Inside the spatial model infrastructure, the Situation-Reasoning-Module uses the situation templates to evaluate the metrics of the situations continuously. Hence, the user detects a situation by using an application that queries the metrics of the corresponding situation-object, which is updated by the Situation-Reasoning-Module. For the user it is too difficult to use the situation recognition component directly, because of that an application has to be provided. In the example in Fig. 2, the application is running on the user’s mobile device. The application only starts a situation-aware workflow (see section V.C) that implements the “Ad-hoc meeting planer” application. After the workflow is started, it looks up the situation of all available meeting rooms and reserves the first free room. For the situation evaluation step, some context data and sensors are used. Which exact sensors and context data are used to detect the situation is defined in the situation template.

During the recognition process, the Situation-Reasoning-Module evaluates the situation template, query the needed context and sensor-data and infer the confidence and the probability-metrics of the template according to the used inference-method (e.g., Bayesian reasoning).

The results (here: probability and confidence) of the template-metrics are stored to the situation-object. Furthermore, the user can give a simple Boolean feedback to the system if the recognition was correct or not. This feedback is also written in the situation-object and can be used later in a batched learning-adaption-step to improve the recognition process.

However, one question remains open: What characterizes a good and sound situation template allowing for the safe inference of a situation token? The thesis is – from the point of view of philosophy of science – that a good situation template combines different modes of logical reasoning and inference, namely abductive, inductive and deductive ones (whereas abductive reasoning is the most basic one and also most unknown one).

The term abduction was coined by the philosopher C.S. Peirce – as the aforementioned distinction between (situation) type and (situation) token. Peirce himself gave in his “Collected Papers” the following tentative account of abduction: “The surprising fact, C, is observed; But if A were true, C would be a matter of course, Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true” (CP 5.189) [9]. To be able to better understand this rough explanation of abduction, imagine a person in a house standing in a room some meters away from a window. Through the window, the person looks on the street and sees that the street is totally wet. The wetness of the street is our “surprising” fact. The “puzzlement” of the person could now be easily resolved if one remembers that when it rains, the street normally becomes wet. Thus, there is reason for the person to suspect that it has rained. However, this mode of inference is not a safe one: there are many other reasons why the street has become wet, such as that someone has spilled water there or that a street cleaner has driven past or those children have been playing there with squirt guns etc. Or to put it short: Abduction are amputative but uncertain modes of inference indicating not for a probable but only a possible reason.

So far so good. Nevertheless, how is this all related to our topic of situation recognition? It is related to our topic insofar, as the use of sensory systems could be modeled as a form of abductive reasoning. E.g., using a humidity sensor and placing it somewhere in the environment is – from a logical point of view – the same as looking out of the window into the street and diagnosing that it has rained. However, this could be a “false positive” as well as someone smoking underneath a smoke detector triggering a fire alarm. Therefore it is common to build a net of abductive reasoning by combining different sensory systems so as to make the inference more safe (e.g., by looking not only through one window into the street but two or three respectively using more than just one humidity sensor or smoke detector). Moreover, abductive reasoning could be made safer when combining it with inductive and deductive reasoning. Concerning induction, one could look at the probability of raining depending on the time of day/time of year. Therefore, if someone sees through the window that the street is wet and he knows that it is April and that in April the probability of raining is very high, there is reason to suspect, that it really has rained. The recognition process could be made even safer by using deduction. By knowing the basic “law of nature” “When it rains, the street becomes wet”, and the fact that is has really rained (e.g., by querying the internet, checking weather reports and rainfall radar pictures), one can deduce for sure that the street is wet because it has rained. [All in all, abductions – especially the combination of abductive reasoning with deductive and inductive reasoning and how these different modes “interact” – is a difficult and heavily researched topic [9], [10], [11], [12]. To put it short, if one has a close look at it, there is no way round on abductive reasoning since perception of something as something special has to be modeled as an abduction. Therefore deductions and inductions could not help but make use of abduction e.g., by diagnosing something as being of the same case (induction) or that is has really rained (deduction). However, that is what epistemology is all about: Figuring out how correctly, we can perceive the world through the window of our house and how safe our knowledge is. However, as K.R. Popper mentioned: Our knowledge of the world is constructed on “swampy land” [13] – in everyday life and in science.
V. REALIZATION OF SITUATION AWARE SYSTEMS

In this section, the realization of the previously introduced fundamentals and the architecture components is described. First in A it is explained how the situation types can be specified using a situation template. These types defined as templates are then used to perform the reasoning based on parameter-learning as described in B. The reasoning produces the previously defined situation tokens. Based on this situation tokens implemented as situation objects the application adapts their behavior. Hence, in C we describe how an application can be implemented using workflow technology that is enhanced in order to allow situation tokens to influence the control flow decisions.

A. Situation-Template

Due to the basic necessity of the handling with uncertainties we implement a probability network. Hence, the representation of a predefined situation-template is modeled as a directed graph. An example of a Situation Template is shown in Fig. 3. Because of the resulting polytree structure, the graph is called Situation Aggregation Tree (SAT).

Thus in more detail the graph is defined as SAT= (O, E), where O = \{o_1, o_2, ..., o_n\} represents a set of nodes. Furthermore the nodes can be differentiated into two different types of operators, the constraint-validators CV = \{cv_1, cv_2, ..., cv_n\} and the subsituation-nodes SN= \{sn_1, sn_2, ..., sn_n\}. We define constraint-validators as operators which checks whether their input-value (e.g. sensor values) satisfy a predefined condition (using a specific operator-function f). Subsituation-nodes are operators that aggregate several nodes in one higher aggregated subsituation-node. As a consequence of the tree-structure, all paths and nodes are aggregated in a single top node, which represents the actual situation of the template.

The set E=\{e_1, e_2, ..., e_n\} represents a set of directed edges or links between the nodes which represents the relations between them. Furthermore e=(o_k, o_j) is a directed edge from node o_k to node o_j. In other words, o_k is the parent node of o_j, thus we will say formally pa(o_k) = o_j.

The reasoning-mechanisms, e.g. the calculation of the probability- and confidence-metrics are done by exploiting the polytree-structure of the situation templates, using the Bayesian Theorem and the message-passing-algorithm of Pearl [33], which realize the distributed belief propagation in Bayesian Networks.

According to the Nexus-Idea, the information of the uncertainty of probability and confidence of every single context data can achieved from the Nexus Context Servers initially. We don’t want to go in detail how the nexus framework determine the uncertainty metrics of the sensors, but it should be clear, that these uncertainties can be obtained from the sensors technical documentation or it can be determined by comparing the sensors observations through training and statistical calculations.

The according metrics of each context-data (based on the template) is combined with the uncertainty metrics of the operators in the SAT itself using Bayesian methods during the reasoning-process. While this process the cumulative uncertainty-values are propagated to the top of the SAT to evaluate the situation. Because of the SAT structure and the stochastic independence of the context data, the uncertainty-metrics are propagated in the tree structure bottom-up to the top node. To aggregate the uncertainties during evaluation a set of probability distributions has to be added for each uncertainty metric to the structure of the current SAT. So we get the new extended structure SAT = (O, E, P, C) with
\( P = \{ \text{CPT}_1(o_1), ..., \text{CPT}_n(o_n) \} \) and \( C = \{ \text{CPT}_1(o_1), ..., \text{CPT}_n(o_n) \} \).

Whereas \( P \) stands for the probability metric and \( C \) stand for the confidence metric. Furthermore, \( \text{CPT}(o_i) \) equates to the Conditional Probability Table of node \( o_i \) of the indicated metric. In detail, the CPT makes assertions about the according conditional probability of the according metric of node \( o_i \) in correspondence to its parent nodes \( \text{pa}(o_i) \). Using this extension a Bayesian Belief approach is implemented.

The situation-template itself is stored in the template repository in a XML-structure, exploiting the tree-structure of the SAT. For fast designing of situation templates and further evaluation-purposes we implemented a simple prototype ("Template Designer") as shown in Fig. 4.

B. A learning algorithm for the parameter adaption of situation templates

In this section, we want to introduce the method of the automatic uncertainty adaption-process that runs immediately after the actual reasoning-evaluation to improve the probability network the template bases on.

As mentioned above the reasoning-method for situation-detection is done by a Bayesian inference approach using the \( \text{CPT}_X(o_i) \) of node \( o_i \) and metric \( X = \{ P, C \} \) for all \( o_i \) in \( O \). An approach for adapting the constraint-validators has already been published in a previous work [21]. Next, we want to describe how to exploit the Boolean user-feedback for adapting the CPTs of each uncertainty metric of each node.

Because of the fact that there is some overlap between learning of Bayesian Networks and Neural Networks [35], [36], and [37] and because of the advantage in exploitation our existing tree-structure of our SAT there, we decided to use a neural network learning method in this approach.

As already mentioned, each metric \( X = \{ P, C \} \) is represented via an individual and node specific Conditional Probability Table. An expert predefines these CPTs or they can be set randomly initially. After each reasoning-process the system gets a Boolean user-feedback, which determine, whether the situation actual occurred or nonoccurred.

With this simple feedback, we are able to adapt the uncertainty-metrics in the following way:

During the adaption-step (- e.g. immediately after the reasoning-evaluation) we transform the SAT into a neural net and interpret each CPT entry as a weight of an according edge of the neural net (NN) introduced in the work of [34]. Furthermore, we use a back propagation-algorithm to teach the NN weights. For each metric we use an own NN because the CPTs, the input-values and the teaching-vector is different for each metric. To adapt the probability-metric we use as input-values for the NN the context-probability-values given by the spatial model infrastructure. As adaption or teaching-vector of the NN, we use the actual Boolean user-feedback whether the situation occurred or not. Thus, we are able to adapt the weights iterative using a simple NN-Backpropagation-Algorithm according to the given context-data (input-value(s) of the NN) and the information of the actual occurrence of the situation (output-value of NN).

Furthermore to adapt the confidence-metric we use instead as input-values of the NN the context-qualities provided by the spatial model infrastructure. As teaching-vector, we use a statistical measurement of the correctness of the corresponding template based on multiple training instances by summarizing the numbers of true-positives and true-negatives results divided by the number of all reasoning-processes.

After the optimal adaption of the weights of the NN, we transform the adapted neural network back to the SAT-structure, by interpreting the weights of the NN to the corresponding CPT-entry.

C. Development of Situation-aware Applications

To allow users to benefit from the situation recognition they
would occur. In this case, a standard fault handler can be
reserved with the situation: “Room is free”. Than if this
could annotate a sphere in the workflow where a room is
executed. For example, a workflow for meeting planning
sphere annotated with a situation has the meaning that the
existence of a situation would be used for deciding where to
continue in the workflow. This could be used for example in a
workflow for planning of an ad-hoc meeting. If somebody
wants to start a meeting the workflow could than determine all
meeting rooms where the situation “Room is free” is valid and
build up a list for the user to select a room (see example on
Fig. 2).

![Fig. 5 Situation Transition](image)

The first workflow construct that could be realized using
situation recognition is a situation-transition (see Fig. 5). This
construct can be used comparable to a normal transition
condition, but instead of a normal Boolean condition, the
existence of a situation would be used for deciding where to
continue in the workflow. This could be used for example in a
workflow for planning of an ad-hoc meeting. If somebody
wants to start a meeting the workflow could than determine all
meeting rooms where the situation “Room is free” is valid and
build up a list for the user to select a room (see example on
Fig. 2).

![Fig. 6:Situation Sphere](image)

The second one is more complex; it is the situation-sphere
(see Fig. 6). Here a region of locality is defined in a workflow
and is called a situation-sphere. Here local variables exist and
a workflow can handle errors while the sphere is executing. A
sphere annotated with a situation has the meaning that the
situation has to be valid (or true) all the time while the sphere
is executed. For example, a workflow for meeting planning
could annotate a sphere in the workflow where a room is
reserved with the situation: “Room is free”. Than if this
situation if evaluated to false a “Situation not valid” fault
would occur. In this case, a standard fault handler can be
modeled in the workflow for handling this case. This fault
handler could reserve another free room automatically and
inform the organizer of the meeting about the changed room.
Nevertheless, how the error is handled can be defined by the
user themselves by modeling the fault handler flow.

If a situation changes while execution of a workflow, which
can happen often because workflows are mostly “long-
running” (days to years) the workflow has to be adapted to
that change. This can be done by exchanging parts of the
workflow by other parts defined for the new situation. This is
a very complex topic and cannot be detailed in this paper.

VI. DISCUSSION

From the point of view of technology ethics, the automatic
coupling of situation recognition and the performance of
system actions needs more thinking since a new type of error
could occur: the apparently correct execution of ready-made
routines, which is completely situation inadequate due to an
erroneous recognition of a situation. In sociology of
technology, G.I. Rochlin [14], [15], extensively discussed this.
Rochlin argues that it needs to be thought very well which
tasks to automate and which not – especially to keep massive
harm from people (physical as well as monetary one). Rochlin
shows that there are critical tasks which need the permanent
involvement of the user thereby creating systems which are
“smart”, “adaptive”, “context-ware” in a reduced sense but
which are able to better react (due to the permanent
involvement of the user) to non-anticipated situations. The
idea of rather permanently assisting the user instead of trying
to replace him and to degrade him to a passive observer or
bystander monitoring smart, autonomous systems is also put
forward by J. Weyer since passive yet attentive observers are
often utterly incapable of dealing with a critical, unforeseeable
situation or case of emergency [16]. Concerning intelligent,
smart, autonomous environments, where computers are
invisibly weaved into the fabric of everyday life, the users
furthermore even have not the chance to notice, what is going
on [17]. Therefore, something needs to be implemented into
the system, which we call the Stuttgart Concept of Parallel
Communication [17], [18]. First – especially in smart,
intelligent environments – there needs to be a means for the
user to create transparency “on demand” what the system is
currently doing and what it is not doing. Second, there need to
be means – especially in critical tasks – to check the
correctness of the recognition of a situation token by using
different information channels lying “in parallel”, because
human perception – as the basis for decision making – is of
holistic nature only: Perception is often the perception of a
certain subjective overall impression or atmosphere whereas it
is often difficult to tell by what it is really caused and which
senses contributed to it. It is the problem of technical mediated
communication that it dissects this holism and therefore goes
along with a reduction and/or loss of information “channels”.
E.g., when using a phone – compared to the natural face-to-
face situation – communication is restricted to the aural
channel only making it often complicated to judge or interpret the statement given to us by others. Therefore, in technical mediated communication, new channels of information need to be introduced which compensate for this loss.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented an interdisciplinary analysis of the recognition process of situations with uncertain data using predefined generic templates. Thereby we discussed both different technical, ethical and philosophical issues for a better understanding of situation dependent systems. Finally, we used these issues to design an implementation of a situation recognition system, which allows for the reasoning with uncertain data using situation templates. Furthermore, we presented a method of an automatic adaption using learning algorithm for the parameter refinement of the template.

As applications are needed for using the situation recognition system, because this is too cumbersome to do manually, we presented the vision of situation-aware workflows that allow the easy modeling of such applications.

In the future, we want to make the recognition system described above more general and more robust. The presented approach only works fine with the assumption that exactly one template is available for one situation. As a further step, we want to generalize this constraint by allowing more templates for the same situation. On the one hand, the advantage is a more robust and powerful recognition system. On the other hand, there could be more problems – i.e. if several templates are inconsistent with one another. Consequently, we have to consider the consistence as a new uncertainty value for the recognition process. Specifically, we have to recognize, describe and resolve inconsistency, which is due to the already existing uncertainty, a non-trivial task in the future.
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